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Design of a Multidimensional Model Using 

Object Oriented Features in UML 

ABSTRACT 

A data warehouse is a single repository of data which includes data generated from 

various operational systems. Conceptual modeling is an important concept in the 

successful design of a data warehouse. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) has 

become a standard for object modeling during analysis and design steps of software 

system development. The paper proposes an object oriented approach to model the 

process of data warehouse design. The hierarchies of each data element can be explicitly 

defined, thus highlighting the data granularity. We propose a UML multidimensional 

model using various data sources based on UML schemas. We present a conceptual-level 

integration framework on diverse UML data sources on which OLAP operations can be 

performed. Our integration framework takes into account the benefits of UML (its 

concepts, relationships and extended features) which is more close to the real world and 

can model even the complex problems easily and accurately. Two steps are involved in 

our integration framework. The first one is to convert UML schemas into UML class 

diagrams. The second is to build a multidimensional model from the UML class 

diagrams. 

The paper focuses on the transformations used in the second step. We describe how to 

represent a multidimensional model using a UML star or snowflake diagram with the 

help of a case study. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first people to represent a 

UML snowflake diagram that integrates heterogeneous UML data sources. 

Index Terms — Data warehouse, Multidimensional modelling, Object Oriented 

Paradigm, Unified Modelling Language. 

INTRODUCTION 

A data warehouse is defined [5] as a subject oriented, integrated, time variant, non-

volatile, historical collection of data in support of management decision making process. 

A data warehouse (DW) is used to handle complex, sophisticated, online and 

multidimensional analysis of data by fetching information from multidimensional 

databases. For the purpose of data analysis from a DW, the notion of the cube has been 

widely accepted as the underlying logical structure of DW or multidimensional databases. 

The DW design is of three types-namely, the conceptual , dealing with the high level 

representation of the world in order to capture the user ideas using rich set of semantic 

constructs. The physical design deals with the details of the representation of the 
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information or data storage techniques in the specific database management system. The 

logical design acts as an intermediate between the above two mentioned extremes, trying 

to balance a storage independent paradigm and a natural representation of the information 

in terms of computer oriented concepts. 

The Unified Modelling Language (UML) in has become an industry standard for object 

modelling during analysis and design steps of software development [3], [13]. We have 

used UML in our design which is a widely accepted modelling language. So, we need not 

learn new notations and methodologies for modelling. Another excellent feature of UML 

is that it is an extensible language, that is, it provides features like stereotypes, tagged 

values etc. to add new elements to domains like business modelling, web applications etc. 

The DWH paradigm involves complex queries on large amounts of data, which are 

difficult to manage for human analysts. The entity-relationship data model, proposed 

earlier is appropriate for online transaction processing. A data warehouse, however, 

requires a concise, subject oriented schema that facilitates online data analysis. The most 

popular data model for a data warehouse is a multidimensional model. The data is located 

in n-dimensional space, with the dimensions representing the different ways the data can 

be viewed. There are various ways in which multidimensional data can be represented 

like star schema, snowflake schema or a fact constellation schema. A star schema is 

basically a relational model in the shape of a star. At the centre of the star there is the fact 

table containing data on the subject of analysis and a set of smaller tables called 

dimension tables, one for each dimension. The fact table contains keys for each of the 

dimensions along with numerical attributes called measures or fact attributes. For 

example, a sales data warehouse has a central fact table called sales. The fact table 

contains two measures, that is, dollars sold and units sold. Sales are considered along four 

dimensions namely time, item, branch and location. Multidimensional modelling has two 

advantages. Firstly the model is more close to the real world and can help the data 

analysts to model the concepts easily. Secondly, it is simple in structure for the users to 

understand. The snowflake schema is a variant of the star schema model, where some 

dimension tables are normalized, thereby further splitting the data into additional tables. 

A fact constellation schema has more than one fact table and allows dimension tables to 

be shared between fact tables. We have used snowflake model in our design as the data is 

in normalized form, which can reduce redundancies and is easy to maintain. The concept 

of data granularity is also modelled in the paper. The analysis of data can be done from 

high level to lower levels of detail. Depending on user’s query, we can go to particular 

level of detail and satisfy the query. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work done in this field. 

In Section 3, the system architecture has been proposed. Section 4 shows a case study of 

Diabetic Interactive Electronic Treatment System. A three level system design is 

presented in section 5. The following section describes the mapping rules made. Finally 

the conclusion is stated. 
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Literature Survey 

In the past few years, several approaches for representing the main multidimensional 

(MD) properties at the conceptual level have been proposed in [4], [8] and [11], [12] 

respectively. Nevertheless, none of these approaches for MD modelling provided a 

generic model which could be accepted and covered all aspects of a data warehouse. A 

number of multidimensional models built at the conceptual level have been proposed. 

.The authors in [1] gave a complete comparison of MD data models. In [7], the authors 

present the process of data warehouse architecture, development and design. They 

highlight the different aspects to be considered in building a data warehouse. These range 

from data store characteristics to data modelling and the principles to be considered for 

effective data warehouse architecture. 

In [10], the authors introduce a UML profile for modelling different kinds of DWH usage 

on a conceptual level. They distinguish four perspectives of usage -access control, 

temporal intensity, temporal flexibility and importance, as well as active or passive usage 

.They have basically considered the details of the users such as their skill level, number 

of instances, functional grouping etc. neglecting the designer’s role. The authors in [2] 

present a UML profile for modelling DWH usage on a conceptual level. It uses features 

of UML intended for the purpose of creating abstract, general models. The profile 

distinguishes four perspectives of usage and allows to model details of the users. The 

UML profile is applied to example illustrating Hajj pilgrim’s private tour. In [15], the 

authors have presented the relation of provider and user for data in various departments 

of government in detail. On the base of data analysis, the architecture of data centre based 

on data warehouse technology has been presented. This work was done for Chinese 

electronic government system. 

A Graph based Object Oriented Multidimensional Data model (GOOMD) for the 

conceptual level design of a data warehouse has been proposed in [9]. None of the 

approach provides a generic model which can be accepted. 

We have designed a conceptual UML snowflake model from various UML data sources. 

The main advantage of our method is that it is based on a well known standard modelling 

language. So, the designers can avoid learning a new language for multidimensional 

systems. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first people to represent a UML 

snowflake diagram that integrates heterogeneous UML data sources. 

System Architecture 

The architecture of our proposed system is a 2-tier architecture shown in figure 1.The 

major tier is the data integration, which translates UML schemas associated with UML 
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data sources into conceptual-level UML class diagrams and then constructs a 

multidimensional model based on the UML diagrams. 

The second tier is the data query process in which a query issued by user is decomposed 

into the sub-queries onto the different UML data sources, and then the results retrieved 

from the individual UML data sources are integrated and returned to the user. The 

component Query Originator performs the function of decomposing queries into sub-

queries and the component Query Integrator performs the function that integrates the 

results of sub-queries and returns it to the user who issues the operation. 

Diabetic Interactive Electronic Treatment System (D.I.E.T.) – a Case 

Study 

The Diabetic Interactive Electronic Treatment System aims at doing best service to a 

patient. It is a computer based interactive program to record and retrieve the patient 

details such as registration, lab results, symptom and food/exercises to be followed. In 

simple, it maintains complete history of each patient. The appointment and registration of 

patient generates a confirmation slip by verifying the doctor’s availability. The physical 

examination is done for the patient. The lab test module suggests the necessary general 

and lab tests. The advice of food habit, physical exercises to be followed will be chosen 

in the system and summarized by doctor. 

System Design 

Based on our experience of the real world problems, we know that complex diagrams are 

difficult to model and understand, so in our approach we have decomposed the levels of 

details of the design process into three. We have shown the three levels below by 

applying them on the Diabetic Interactive Electronic Treatment System (D.I.E.T) case 

study. 

The design of data warehouse can be divided in three levels - 

1. Level 1- Conceptual Model. 

In this level, we show the conceptual multidimensional model of the entire system 

in the form of Star/Snowflake Schema. 

2. Level 2- Star Schema 

This level shows the facts and dimensions of a star model. 

3. Level 3-Snowflake Schema 

In this level, the dimensions and their hierarchy levels i.e. classification or 

dimension hierarchy etc. are shown. Here, the dimensions of the star schema and 

obtained the snowflake schema are normalized. For example, in the following 
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figure, we have shown the dimension hierarchy of patient dimension already 

shown above in the star model. 

Mapping Rules 

The mapping rules specify the generation of conceptual level UML multidimensional 

model from UML Class Diagram. In a UML conceptual multidimensional model (Figure 

6), the fact class and dimension class are made from UML classes. The fact class and 

dimension class are related using a UML association. The cardinality of two associated 

class are 0…n (*) and 1 respectively specifying that each dimension object relates to 

zero, one or more fact objects. The UML classes participating in aggregation property are 

modelled as a dimension hierarchy in UML multidimensional model. The cardinality of a 

lower level class to the higher level class of the same hierarchy is 1…n (*) and 1 

respectively. The attributes of class diagram can be modelled as dimension attributes or 

measures, depending on the user’s and designer’s point of view. According to Moody 

D.L. et al. (June 2000), the generalizations of the UML notation cannot be mapped 

directly to hierarchies in the multidimensional model in [6], since the semantics of 

hierarchies in object-oriented models and multidimensional models differ. We want to 

preserve the information contained in UML generalizations and transform these 

hierarchies to enable their correct mapping to multidimensional hierarchies in the logical 

phase. So, we transform the generalizations into aggregations and classes following the 

proposal for ER models [14]. 

UML Class Diagram and Resultant UML Snowflake Model 

The UML snowflake diagram is a type of UML conceptual multidimensional model. The 

process of converting UML class diagrams that come from multiple UML data sources is 

not simple, but requires the knowledge of the domain expert who knows what 

information should be included in the resultant UML snowflake diagram. Due to limited 

space, we only show the resultant UML snowflake diagram from integrating four UML 

documents. They are Patient document, Hospital document, Doctor Document, and Lab 

Test document. The patient document describes the ID of the patients, their symptom of 

disease etc. The hospital document describes the name of hospital; its address (street, 

city, state, zip and country).The doctor document specifies ID of the doctor, name, 

address etc. The Lab Test document shows the general and specific tests. 

In the UML Class diagram shown below, extended features of UML like generalization, 

specialization, constraints etc. are used. A constraint may be denoted on paths of 

association or as a note. Here one of the doctor belongs to the department is head of the 

department. 
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Data Granularity models the level of detail present in the data sources. Lower the level of 

detail, finer be the data granularity. Rolling up and drilling down of data becomes more 

efficient by defining the data grain at each level of hierarchy. By using object oriented 

concepts we have defined relationships between various data entities which help us to 

understand the interdependence between these data entities on every level of hierarchy. 

Object composition is a way to combine object(s) into another object, implying 

ownership. In this paper, the concept of composition has been used to show how the 

database of hospital is composed of the data from the databases of its departments, as 

shown in the figure. It simplifies the process of retrieving summary data as well as 

detailed data from each level of granularity. 

In the above Figure 5, we have shown the class diagram of our case study and Figure 6 

shows the corresponding snowflake model by using the mapping rules. 

Conclusion 

This paper presents feasible integration architecture for integrating UML data sources in 

order to build a multidimensional model for OLAP. Mapping rules have been defined that 

convert the semantics of UML Schemas into UML Class diagrams in order to extract the 

multidimensional information from multiple UML data sources. The concept of data 

granularity models the level of detail present in the data sources. Lower the level of 

detail, finer be the data granularity. In future, we plan to build a cost model for the 

integration of UML data sources and evaluate query optimization issues involved in our 

integration framework. 
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Figure 1: Two -Tier System Architecture 

 
Figure 2: Conceptual Model of the system 
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Figure 3: Star Schema of D.I.E.T System 

 
Figure 4: Patient Dimension 
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Figure 5: UML class diagram of D.I.E.T 
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Figure 6: UML Snowflake Model of D.I.E.T 

*** 
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